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Wk 1-5: Church We will explore how the communities to
which people belong can reflect God’s love and goodness,
learning the different aspects of a community, for
example, that a community has rules and leaders care for
all members. 

Wk 6-10: Lent/Easter We will explore how choices and the
impact a choice makes on peoples’ lives, considering the different
types of consequences that can come from making a decision.
They will learn that the Catholic Church encourages people to
develop habits for making good choices. 

Reading & Viewing: Applying comprehension strategies to link and integrate information from digital and print sources.
Identify and explain characteristic text structures and language features used in persuasive texts. Writing: Students will
examine persuasive texts and their features, culminating in a persuasive essay and oral presentation. (Persuasive language,
Justifying a POV with supporting evidence, Bare Assertions and how to use evidence to support their assertions). Students will
examine narrative texts, culminating in the development of a prequel, sequel or spin-off to a fantasy story. Spelling: Diana Rigg
(Whole School Program) performed each day using spelling activities based off of differentiated word lists based on student
abilities. Speaking and Listening: Clarify understanding in formal and informal settings by connecting ideas to students own
experiences to present and justify a POV.Use vocal effects appropriate for different audiences and purposes.

Number and Algebra: Use and describe factors and multiples of whole
numbers and use them to solve problems. Solve Problems involving multiplication
of large numbers by one or two-digit numbers using efficient mental, written
strategies and appropriate digital technologies. Solve problems involving
division by a one digit number, including those that result in a remainder.

Measurement & Geometry:  Describe routes
using landmarks and direction language, such as
longitude & latitude and scale.
Statistics & Probability: Recognise that
probabilities range from 0 to 1.

The economic, political and social reasons for the establishment of British colonies in Australia after 1800.

History
We will conduct an Australian History Unit that covers a range of concepts relating to the establishment of the Australian
colonies, as well as the Australian Federation and the Australian Constitution.

This term we will investigate Sun-Safety content through an investigation of safe practices relating to the sun and the skin, using
critical thinking skills to research, evaluate, investigate, design and communicate strategies that can effectively be implemented
to make their community safer from UV radiation. This includes the ability to access shade through improved urban design and
the adoption of slip, slop, slap, seek, and slide routines to reduce damage to their skin. 
Keeping Safe Curriculum: Focus Area 1 – The right to be Safe.

Digital Technologies: Create and communicate information, including online collaborative projects, using agreed social, ethical
and technical protocols (codes of conduct). Exploring how digital systems have components with basic functions that may
connect functions that may connect together to form networks which transmit data. 

Exploration of artwork from various artists and different approaches used to communicate ideas, beliefs, and opinions.
Development and application of artistic techniques and processes with: Shape (convex, concave), Colour (expressive colours,
natural colours), Line (implied lines for movement and depth), Space (shading – creating illusion of depth), Texture (textures
created with a variety of tools, materials, and techniques, patterning), Value (gradations of value) to create artwork 
 Presentation and reflection of ideas, feelings, and opinions in artwork, including consideration of audience and feedback 
 


